
Sinne Eeg Group (Sinne Eeg + Trio) 
Technical rider 

 
Monitors: 
Monitor system MUST have minimum 3 separate sends. Sinne needs  seperat monitor EQ and vocal 
reverb in her monitor. 
 
BACKLINE: 
 
Piano: 
Grand Piano (Steinway/Bösendorfer/Fazioli etc) in good condition and well tuned right 
before showstart 
 
Bass Amp: 
Gallien Krüger preferred 
 
DRUMSET: 
Please read “Morten Lund drum set rider” 
 
DRESSING ROOM: 
Sinne Eeg + trio requires a nice clean dressing room close to the stage. Dressing room 
must be heated and fitted with furniture and a mirror. 
 
CATERING: 
Water, fresh fruit, coffee & tea 
if possible: redwine, assorted chips & nuts, dark chocolate, sandwiches 
a hot meal before or after the show (please ask Sinne upon arrival) 
 
 
QUESTIONS: 
regarding any of the above must be directed to INMUSIC phone: +45 2992 2090 / 
mail@inmusic.dk	  



Morten Lund 
!

* DRUMSET RIDER 2014 *!
!!

Morten Lund is a worldwide TAMA STAR DRUMS exclusive artist and prefers this brand!!
Other brands preferred are Gretsch, Sonor, Pearl or Yamaha drums.!!
Drumset and all hardware must be in a very good professional condition. !!!
Setup:!!
18”x14 Bass Drum (No Hole - No damping!)!
12”x8 Tom mounted ON the bass drum - no clamps or cymbal stand mounted toms !!
14”x14 Floor Tom with legs !
A choice of at least two 14” snare drums:  - 1 wood snaredrum & 1 metal snaredrum!
preferred snaredrum size :14”x5  or 14”x6 1/2!!
Hardware:!!
Bassdrum pedal with a round filter beater - please no rubber- or woodbeaters !!
2 x snarestands!
1 Hihat stand with clutch!
4 straight cymbals stands with functional felts and plastic sleeves!
Professional drum throne - MUST be able to adjust high and in PERFECT condition.!
Professional non sliding drum set carpet large enough to cover entire drum set!!
Heads:!!
all heads must be new and in good condition!
Bassdrum: Both sides fitted with Remo coated ambassador heads (NO HOLE)!
Toms: Batter side - Coated Ambassador  /  Bottom: Clear Ambassador!
Snare drums: Batter side - Coated Ambassador / Bottom: Clear Diplomat!!!!!!!!
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